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This manual addresses the requirements for consultants who are seeking the
designation of Certified Management Consultant (CMC). This framework has
evolved over the years, including and reflect the International Council of
Management Consulting Institute’s (ICMCI) directions
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History and Mission: What is CMC – Global institute?
In order to provide the opportunity for membership in countries where national Institutes of
Management Consulting (IMCs) do not exist, the CMC-Global Institute (CMC-GI), was created in 2013
to provide the opportunity to pursue the internationally recognized Certified Management Consultant
(CMC) designation, participate in professional development opportunities for learning and network
with other members.
The CMC is the internationally recognized mark of excellence in management consultancy, recognized
directly in the countries covered by the Institute Members of CMC-Global and useful in all 192 member
nations of the United Nations (of which CMC-Global is a Non-Governmental Organization). Through
this institute, any management consultant who would like to be a member of the professional
management consulting profession and attain the CMC designation would be able to do so, even
though there is not an IMC in her or his country.
The CMC-GI mission is:
•
•
•
•
•

To elevate the standards of management consulting in countries not served by national institutes
To assure the international community that CMCs serve their clients with world-class competence
and professionalism
To collaborate with CMC Global in supporting the creation and development of national
professional management consulting institutes throughout the world
To encourage information sharing and networking among management consultants who comply
with the same CMC - GI code of conduct
To provide services and access to services for our members. These include but are not limited to
professional development, recertification, exchange of business opportunities, and mentoring
and coaching.
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The CMC Designation

The Certified Management Consultant (CMC) designation is the consulting profession's preeminent
certification, recognized internationally in over than 55 countries. It represents a commitment to the
highest standards of consulting and adherence to the Profession’s ethical guidelines.
Each CMC must learn and demonstrate competence across a broad professional body of knowledge,
including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Functional areas of organizational management: Human Resources, Strategic Planning, Finance,
Operations Optimization, Information Technology, Marketing and Organizational Excellence;
The management consulting process;
Leading and supporting change;
Ethical consulting practices;
Project management and client communications; and
Professional and interpersonal skills.

A CMC must also demonstrate commitment to, experience in, and compliance with the Uniform Code
of Professional Conduct, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Legal, representational, and public protection practice;
Knowledge and expertise advancement, self discipline, and professionalism;
Responsibility to and for others;
Image and compliance; and
Responsibilities to the client, such as business development, competence, informed client
guidelines, fee arrangements, conflict resolution, confidentiality, and objectivity.

The Certified Management Consultant qualification process rigorously assesses candidates to meet
standards in various areas, including:
•

Knowledge: of business organization, functional specialization, market sectors;

•

Skills: including interpersonal, management, and analytical abilities;

•

Competence: in terms of providing a complete and appropriately delivered consulting process;

•

Integrity: adherence to a defined code of conduct and professional ethics.
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CMC Benefits
Why Earn the CMC Designation?
In a profession with few objective benchmarks, there is only one proven credential: the Certified
Management Consultant designation. Those who earn the right to call themselves a CMC have
attained the aspiration of others - a higher level of management consulting. CMC’s who are members
of CMC-GI can increase their value as a professional, expand their network, and showcase their
expertise to both clients and prospects.
Benefits include:
•

Global Recognition. The skills that a consultant develops in the process of attaining their CMC
designation are applicable in all aspects of the management consulting profession, all around the
world. The CMC designation is recognized as a global credential in all countries that comprise CMC
Global, providing an important edge and access to securing consulting opportunities, on both a
local and international level.

•

Demonstrated Professionalism. The CMC designation signifies peer accreditation and is
recognized both nationally and internationally. The opportunity to continue developing
professional skills and to adhere to a Code of Professional Conduct demonstrate commitment to
the Profession.

•

A Powerful Network. Extending capability and reach by building relationships and business
partnerships, the CMC designation provides access to a network of qualified peers, to test ideas,
share approaches, and enhance expertise. CMC’s have the opportunity to contribute to the
Profession by mentoring others, as well as to grow professionally by way of access to insights from
consultants who have “been there and done that”.

Benefits extend from CMC’s to their clients, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Access to more valuable advice, based on a CMC’s broad industry knowledge and proximity to a
range of best practices from CMC-GI;
Integrity, transparency, and accountability through a CMC’s adherence to the Code of
Professional Conduct;
Access to a network of people and expertise beyond that of an individual CMC, if needed;
The confidence of working with a consultant who has both certified credentials and a strong
business reputation; and
Assurance that they are getting the best value for their consulting dollars.
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CMC Requirements
A full member is eligible to receive the CMC designation upon successful completion of all
requirements, as established by, and consistent with, CMC-GI’s defined standards. Privileges include
the ability to:
•
•

Use the designation “CMC” or “Certified Management Consultant”, as well as accompanying
logos, as approved by CMC-GI or the national governing body, where applicable; and
Participate in all activities of CMC-GI, including applying to serve on the Board and its
committees subject to being duly appointed

CMC’s are required to fulfil all the following criteria in order to maintain their designation:
•
•
•
•
•

Be primarily engaged in the practice of Management Consulting;
Abide by the Code of Professional Conduct;
Comply with all bylaws of CMC-GI;
Comply with and be current in reporting all requirements for recertification and continued
professional development activity; and
Be current on payment of all fees as established by CMC-GI.

CMC’s must be a member in good standing when transferring from one jurisdiction to another.
Those who wish to pursue attaining the CMC designation must meet the following criteria:
•
•
•

•

Experience: A minimum of three years of practical work experience in the field of management
consulting with a minimum of 1,200 hours of practice in each of the last 3 years.
Education: A recognized degree or professional qualification, or, in lieu of a degree, an additional
five consecutive years of fulltime work as a management consultant;
Time commitment: Must demonstrate that management consulting has been a significant part of
the candidate’s work activity and must be consistent with the definition of Management
Consulting; and
Independence: Services must be provided with complete objectivity and independence, free of
any conflict of interest.

Membership alone in the CMC-Global Institute does not provide members with the
right to use the CMC designation in any way or form. Only individuals who
successfully complete the certification process may use the designation.
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CMC Competence Framework
The CMC Competence Framework specifies the cluster of related abilities, commitments, knowledge,
and skills that a management consultant must demonstrate in practice to successfully complete an
assignment, independently and unsupervised.

It also defines the maturity in the profession in three designations - Foundation, CMC and Profession
Leader. A consultant must reach the CMC Level before CMC can be awarded.
The wording of the Competence Framework is intended to be gender neutral and, therefore, all
personal pronouns will be non-gender plural such as they, them, their etc.
A copy of the CMC competence framework can be found HERE.
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The following is a breakdown of each main competence area and highlights of what it covers:

1. Business Insight and Aptitude
1.1 Client, Specialism & Sectorial Knowledge
• Client business insight
• Specialism and sectorial knowledge
1.2 Consultancy & Consulting business insight
• Consultancy & consulting business insight
• Professional business competence
• Consultancy & consulting competence development
2. Practice Capabilities
2.1 Assignment & Engagement Management Capabilities
• Assignment management (consulting process)
• Building and sustaining relationship (engagement management)
• Personal engagement
• Consultancy differentiator – adding value
2.2 Consultative Capabilities
• Consulting process techniques
• Personal capabilities and relationship
3. Consultative Behaviour
3.1 Personal Capabilities
• Leadership
• Intervention capabilities
• Capability in operational delivery
3.2 Personal Behaviour
• Professional consultant behaviour
• Awareness of consultant role
• Personal behaviour and interaction
• Personal attitude
• Behaviour development and career development
4. Ethics and Professional Conduct
4.1 Society
• Sustainability & corporate and social responsibility
• Legality and compliance
4.2 Client
• Professionalism in consultancy, consulting & consultant
4.3 Consultancy Profession
• Personal values
• Consultancy, consulting and consultant competence development
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CMC Certification Process
The first stage in obtaining the CMC designation is to become a full member with CMC-GI. By
becoming a member, you are joining an organization of peer management consultants.
The second stage is for members to complete the formal certification process as outlined below,
with the desired result being granted the CMC designation. The process takes, on average, about
four to six

CMC® Designation Success & Award

Oral Assessment

Application Assessment
If one meets the respective criteria,
then apply for CMC® Certification

Each candidate who wants to become a Certified Management Consultant (CMC), needs to adhere
to the following steps:
Step 1: Apply for Certification
•

•

Each candidate must ensure before applying that he/she meets the following requirements:
✓ Experience: A minimum of three years of practical work experience in the field of management
consulting with a minimum of 1,200 hours of practice in each of the last 3 years
✓ Education: A recognized degree or professional qualification, or, in lieu of a degree, an
additional five consecutive years of fulltime work as a management consultant
✓ Time commitment: Must demonstrate that management consulting has been a significant part
of the candidate’s work activity
✓ Independence: Services must be provided with complete objectivity and independence, free
of any conflict of interest
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•

Complete the Certified Management Consultant (CMC) Application Form (see Appendix II) to
cover the following:
✓ General information (address and contact details, business and residence address, current
employer and job title)
✓ Formal education and degrees earned ( copies to be submitted with the application)
✓ Professional recognized certifications ( copies to be submitted with the application)
✓ Name of last 3 employers and positions held and duration of employment for each. CMC-GI
has the right to contact each employer and verify the information
✓ General Consulting information: why you want to become a CMC, your understanding of
management consulting and sectors specialized in

✓ Consulting Engagements Experience: Candidates are requested to submit their experience on
the engagements they have worked on/executed during the last three years with a minimum
of 1200 hours per year
✓ Declaration: to demonstrate that a candidate has been working as a management consultant,
to abide by the Code of Professional Conduct and to acknowledge that he/she cannot use the
CMC designation before satisfying all the CMC requirements and pass the oral assessment and
officially being notified by CMC-GI to use the designation
•

Engagement Summaries: With the application, candidates must complete and submit a minimum
of three written Engagement Summaries:
✓ Detailing recent consulting projects in which they have been involved. Refer to the section
within this handbook entitled “Guidelines for Preparing Engagement Summaries”
✓ Each engagement summary must show the name and contact information of the client
✓ CMC-GI’s Chair of the Certification Committee or designate reserves the right to request
additional engagement summaries
✓ Candidates with 10 years or more of continuous consulting experience are exempted from
submitting engagement summaries
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Step 2: Application Assessment
The Certification Committee will assess the applications submitted by candidates to determine their
accuracy and adequacy and fulfillment of the certification requirements to specifically ensure that:
• The number of consulting hours per year are not less than 1200 hours
• Engagement summaries are comprehensive and follow the KUBR model
• The certification application has been filled correctly and the declaration signed
If all the submitted information is acceptable, the following actions will take place:
•

Client Reference: Based on the information submitted in each engagement summary, the clients
will be contacted and requested to fill an online questionnaire that independently confirms the
candidate’s consulting skills and competencies. For those candidates who are exempted from
submitting engagement summaries (i.e those with more than 10 continuous years of experience
in consulting), it is up to the discretion of the Chair of the Certification Committee to request client
references.

Step 3: Oral Assessment
Once the client references are received by CMC-GI, two qualified assessors will conduct the oral
assessment. Assessors will ask candidates to demonstrate their competence relative to the
Competency Framework and their Engagement Summaries (where applicable).
Due to CMC-GI’s international structure, the assessment will usually be conducted online (e.g., Zoom,
Skype, WebEx or GoToMeeting). The operating language of CMC-GI is English. CMC-GI will attempt
to match assessors with candidates in the candidate’s mother tongue if possible. If this is not possible,
the candidate can provide a translator, from their preferred language to English.
The assessors may ask the candidates to provide deliverables of their projects to verify and assess the
quality of management consulting services being provided. This could be sent before the oral
assessment.
For the candidates who fail the oral assessment, the following actions could take place:
•
•
•

Based on the recommendation of the oral assessors, the candidate to pursue a development plan
over the next six moths
The candidate can submit an appeal to the Certification Committee Appeal
The candidate could decide to stay as a member with CMC-GI and pursue the certification later
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Step 4: CMC Designation Success and Award
Once the oral assessors submits their scores indicating that the candidate has passed the oral
assessment, the following will take place:
•

The Chair of the Certification Committee will send an email to the candidate:
✓ Congratulating him/her for being awarded the designation of CMC
✓ Informing the candidate to start using the designation

•

Immediately after, the candidate will receive the following:
✓ Congratulation letter from the Chairperson of CMC-GI
✓ The CMC Logo and instructions on how to use it
✓ The benefits and services that are now accessible to the new CMC
✓ Announcement about the award through CMC-GI social media networks

Candidates for CMC designation are required to complete the certification process in a timely manner
not to exceed two calendar months from the date they submit their complete application and all of
its supporting documents.
If candidates were unable to meet the two months deadline, they should submit a request to the Chair
of the Certification Committee asking for an extension and ensure to provide a compelling reason for
requesting an extension.
Failure to abide by the new deadline will result on putting the process on hold and the candidate will
be required to submit an application and pay the fees another time.
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Guidelines for Preparing Engagement Summaries
CMC candidates are required to submit three summaries based on three consulting engagements
they have conducted in the past three to five years. These engagement summaries are used to
demonstrate the candidate’s management consulting experience and will be used as a basis for the
Oral Assessment.
A client reference for each Engagement Summary must be included, as these clients will be contacted
to provide a reference for the candidate. It is strongly recommended that these section headings be
used in each summary to facilitate the review process.
Engagement
Name, Dates &
Size

Identify each project’s name, its start and end dates, and its size (in terms of total
hours or fees). Indicate the industry and context of the engagement.

Candidate’s
Specific Role

Identify your specific management consulting role(s) and level of participation
(total effort or fees) on the project. Include the number of actual consulting
hours you delivered on the engagement.

Objective(s) of
List both the project’s overall objectives and specifically what you planned to
the Engagement achieve in your role.
Methodology
Used

List the individual steps or phases you undertook to complete your role in the
project. Do NOT simply list the names of the methodologies used.

Results vs.
Objective(s)

List the results you achieved in your role and link them to the project’s overall
objective(s). Focus on those project results for which you were directly
responsible or involved.

Client Liaison

Who was your contact(s) in the client organization? Include their title and role on
the project. How frequent was the contact? What was the nature of the contact?

Demonstration
of
Independence

How did you (as an external or internal consultant), carry out the engagements
with the required degree of independence and objectivity, and function in a role
that met these requirements?

Professional
Development

How did you grow as a consultant from this engagement? What were the
outcomes that would ultimately benefit future clients? DO NOT include how the
project improved your knowledge or what the client learned. DO include evidence
that reflects your increasing insights into your professional competencies,
knowledge, skills and abilities, and approach to consulting Framework).

Barriers and
Challenges

What were some of the specific challenges you encountered and how did you
respond and resolve the situation successfully?
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Maintaining the CMC Designation
All CMCs must comply with CMC-GI’s continued competence requirements and to recertify every
three years. The re-certification model’s approach reflects minimum standards established by the
International Council of Management Consulting Institutes (“CMC-Global”).
The requirements for re-certification provide a tool for the CMC to demonstrate to potential clients
their strong commitment and continuous effort to increase their professional knowledge and
consulting ability. Specifically, the re-certification model:
•
•
•
•

Provides evidence of a commitment to continuous improvement and enhancement of
professional knowledge and skills;
Ensures a commitment to excellence;
Upholds the quality and integrity of the CMC designation; and
Enhances the international recognition of the CMC designation.

The Re-certification process includes:
•
•
•

Each CMC should track his/her activities on a yearly basis and submit to the Certification
Committee the cumulative points using the CMC Recertification Form (for 3 years).
The cumulative points could be earned in four categories: consulting projects undertaken,
continued education, professional activities, and competencies in ethics.
Formal adherence to CMC-GI’s Code of Professional Conduct.

Additional considerations:
•

•

CMC-GI through the Certification Committee will support and encourage CMCs CMC-GI will
require a structured interview and/or any other recertification technique deemed
appropriate.
Failure to comply with the demonstration of continued professional development and
appropriate skills and expertise may result in potential suspension/non-renewal of CMC
status, and eventually, loss of the designation.

(further details on the recertification process can be found by clicking Recertification Manual.
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Appendices
Appendix I: Code of Professional Conduct
This Code of Conduct describes the rules of engagement that describes an MCSP’s
(Management Consultant Service Provider) in the global management consultant community. It
articulates the ideals to which I aspire as well as the behaviors that are mandatory in our
professional roles.
The purpose of this Code is to instill confidence in the consulting profession and to help an
individual become a more successful MCSP. This is done by establishing a profession-wide
understanding of appropriate behavior. I believe that the credibility and reputation of the
consulting profession is shaped by the collective conduct of individual practitioners.
I acknowledge that a management consultant bears a multi-faceted responsibility – to the Client, to
Society, to the Organization they work for, to those they work with, and to the Consultancy Profession.

1. Serving the interests of Clients– as a professional Management Consultant I will:
1.1. Put client interests first, doing whatever it takes to serve them to the highest possible
standards at all times, handling assignments with efficiency and effectiveness, responsibility
and accountability and with focus on impartiality, legitimacy, capability and legality.
1.2. Ensure professional advice is sound and relevant to client's needs.
1.3. Act independently and objectively, exercising professional care, establishing the facts of a
situation to enable an informed and experienced judgement
1.4. Consider the possibility of any conflict of interest, or the perception of such a conflict, and take
all reasonable steps to protect the interests and confidentiality of each client. Be aware of any
Client’s code of conduct and take appropriate action, including informing the client, if there is a
problem with compliance.
1.5. Follow a process for managing the consulting assignment that conforms to the guidelines given
in ISO 20700:2017 (Guidelines for management consultancy services).
1.6. Demonstrate the personal qualities and good practices of a professional consultant, including:
Honesty, Respect, Integrity, Independence, Objectivity, Commitment, Robustness and
transparency of communication. Set high personal standards, respect confidentiality, and be
courteous, reliable and responsive in dealing with others.
1.7. Maintain currency in all the competences required to carry out consultancy assignments and
add value to clients. Create an environment that enables others working with me to be
creative, agile, innovative and value quality.
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2. Serving the interests of Society – as a professional Management Consultant I will:
2.1. Respect social, environmental and wider corporate responsibility concerns, assessing the
impact of my actions on the environment and society around me, and seeking to conserve
resources wherever possible.
2.2. Consider the application of the UN Sustainable Development Goals in all assignments
2.3. Understand, accept and manage diversity in terms of culture, beliefs, religion, race and gender,
respecting the customs, practices and reasonable ambitions of others.
2.4. Understand and apply the principles of Corporate Social Responsibility following guidelines that
conform to ISO 26000:2010 (Social Responsibility), encouraging clients to adopt CSR principles
in their organization.
2.5. Be honest, open and truthful in all external communication.
2.6. Understand and apply the principles of the 2009 Anti-Bribery Recommendation from OECD.
3. Serving the interests of the Organization I work for – as a professional Management Consultant I
will:
3.1. Make every effort to supports the organization’s overall objectives, safeguard its reputation
and assets, and reconcile personal and corporate values.
3.2. Uphold lawful policies, practices and procedures and contribute to their enhancement in the
interests of good management practice.
3.3. Address issues I perceive as improper, or as falling below acceptable standards of professional
practice, and apply relevant corrective actions.
3.4. In the interests of all the organization’s stakeholders I will: ensure that I properly understand
their interests and respond to them in a balanced manner; safeguard all confidential and/or
proprietary information that comes into my possession; establish, maintain and develop
business relationships based on mutual confidence and trust; neither offer nor accept gifts,
hospitality or services which could create, or imply, an improper obligation; refrain from
entering into any agreement or undertake any activity which is unlawful or anti-competitive.

4. Serving the interests of those I work with – as a professional Management Consultant I will:
4.1. Understand my colleagues’ responsibilities, areas of authority and accountability and offer
them my support.
4.2. Act consistently and fairly when addressing any shortfall in performance or standards of
behavior.
4.3. Maintain a culture of openness and transparency in communications, where issues may be
addressed in a frank, timely and effective manner.
4.4. Have regard for the physical and mental health, safety and well-being of colleagues, recognizing
their specific needs and the pressures and problems they face.
4.5. Ensure that every individual is treated fairly and that diversity is respected.
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4.6. Encourage and assist colleagues to develop their skills and progress their careers, valuing the
contribution which they may make, and recognizing their achievements

5. Serving the interests of the Consultancy Profession– as a professional Management Consultant I
will:
5.1. Have respect for the profession, upholding its integrity and good standing and refraining from
conduct which detracts from its reputation and public confidence.
5.2. Promote the image and standing of the profession, demonstrating understanding of the nature
of the management consultancy market and all its stakeholders.
5.3. Respect the intellectual property of all stakeholders, including materials that may be shared
among various stakeholders.
5.4. Seek and act on feedback from clients and profession leaders to promote development of the
profession.
5.5. Observe the standards of conduct and practice as set out in this Code.

Name ……………………………………………………
Signature ………………………………………………
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Appendix II: CMC Application Form

CERTIFIED MANAGEMENT CONSULTANT (CMC) APPLICATION FORM
All applicants must apply and be accepted as full members before submitting this application form
to become a CMC.
GENERAL INFORMATION
Preferred Salutation Mr.
Mrs.
Dr.
Other

Miss

Ms.

Date of Birth: MM/DD/YY

Surname

Given Names

E-mail address #1

E-mail address #2

/

/

Male

Female

Social Media:
LinkedIn:

Facebook:

Company

Company Street Address

City

Province/State

Business Telephone

Twitter:

Code

Country

Web site:

# of Management Consultants in your firm: 1
51+
Your Title

2 –10

11 - 25

26 - 50

Years Working Here:

Are your specific duties consistent with the independent role of a
Management Consultant?
Yes
No

Residence Address:
City:

State:

Code

Country

Residence Telephone:

LANGUAGE PREFERENCE
Please rate your language
preference

English 1:

Other 2:

Other 3:

FORMAL EDUCATION: DEGREE(S) CONFERRED
University

Graduation date

Degree
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PROFESSIONALLY RECOGNIZED CERTIFICATIONS
Association/Institute

Designation Earned

Completion Date

LIST LAST 3 EMPLOYERS
Name of Organization

Nature of Business

From: Mo/Yr

To: Mo/Yr

11-15 years

 >15 years

1.
Role/Position: Please be specific in your role and duties.

2.
Role/Position: Please be specific in your role and duties.

3.
Role/Position: Please be specific in your role and duties.

GENERAL CONSULTING INFORMATION
How many years have you been active as a FULL TIME management consultant?
 I am new to the occupation
1-2 years
 3-5 years
6-10 years
What is your understanding
of the Management
Consultant Profession?
Why you wish to join CMCGI?
What are your primary areas
of practice (specialties)?
What types of clients do you
serve (sectors / industries)?
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CONSULTING ENGEGEMENTS EXPERIENCE
MANAGEMENT CONSULTING EXPERIENCE AS DEFINED BY CMC- GI
The practice of management consulting extends beyond the role of agent, representative, or advisor and entails working
INDEPENDENTLY, OBJECTIVELY AND DIRECTLY WITH clients on DISTINCT ENGAGEMENTS to provide advanced diagnostic
and analytical services in response to specific challenges. Services maybe across multiple functional areas and result in the
development and implementation of strategies that support organizational change and growth. Such projects and
engagements are distinct from the activities undertaken to support defined and ongoing employment duties, including
support roles within an organization.
List below the management consulting engagements (as defined above by CMC-GI) that you have been actively engaged in
or have executed for at least 1200 hours per year in each of the last 3 years
Date From Date To Location
Client Name
Description of Scope
Role
No. of Hours
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DECLARATION
I,

, hereby declare that:

 I can demonstrate that I have been working as a management consultant since
consistent with the competencies outlined for the profession and during that time I have devoted
at least two-thirds of my working time solely to the professional practice of management
consulting as defined by CMC- GI.

 I also declare that, as a member of CMC-GI, it is my intent to undertake all requirements to
support my application in securing the CMC designation.

 I have read CMC-GI’s Code of Professional Conduct and understand it. I agree to abide by this
code and confirm all commitments and statements outlined herein.

 I will not use the CMC designation until such time that I have received that certification.
 I Acknowledge that all information provided herein is complete, accurate and can be verified
through formal records.

Name of Candidate:

Signature:

Date

Please send this completed form, together with required attachments (CV, university degrees,
professional certificates to) : secretariat@cmcgi.org
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